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Welcome

Queen’s prepares to bid farewell to
Professor Sir Peter Gregson
Professor Sir Peter Gregson, President
and Vice-Chancellor of Queen’s has been
appointed Chief Executive and ViceChancellor of Cranfield University, the UK’s
only all graduate university. He will take up
his new position on 1 August 2013.
Sir Peter has led Queen’s through a period of
unparalleled progress and achievement since
his appointment in August 2004. Enhancing
academic quality has been the cornerstone
of this leadership.

Welcome to the Spring/Summer issue
of your Lanyon Society newsletter and
thank you for your continued interest
in supporting Queen’s University
Belfast. This year has marked a
significant milestone with the number
of individuals who have confirmed a
legacy gift to the University exceeding
100 for the first time. I am delighted
and overwhelmed that so many of our
alumni, staff and friends have chosen
to support Queen’s in this way. Thank
you.
Regardless of size, all legacy gifts help
support the pursuit of world-class
education and life-changing research.
We work hand-in-hand with our known
benefactors to ensure that we fully
comply with their wishes and it is a
pleasure to be able to share a selection
of stories outlining the impact of such
gifts in this newsletter.

Sir Peter has been instrumental in
forging links with business including the
development of the new portal for business
at Riddel Hall. In October 2012, Sir Peter
launched the £140m ‘Beyond’ fundraising
campaign for Queen’s led by the Foundation
Board, which will fund advances in healthcare
through a new Institute of Health Sciences,
help provide the ultimate student experience
and address some of the greatest challenges
facing society.

‘Super solvents’ voted ‘Most Important
British Innovation of the 21st Century’

As always, if you have any memories
you would like to share about your
time at Queen’s, or have any queries
on legacy giving please get in touch. If
you would like to revisit your old school
or an area of interest at the University,
I’d be happy to show you around.
With warmest regards and best wishes
for a relaxing summer.

Susan Wilson
Legacy Officer
Ph: 028 9097 3162
Email: susan.wilson@qub.ac.uk

that will have the greatest impact in the
coming Century.

Research by scientists at Queen’s on ionic
liquid chemistry has been named the ‘Most
Important British Innovation of the 21st
Century’.
The work of staff in the Queen’s University
Ionic Liquid Laboratories (QUILL) Research
Centre has been named as the innovation

A team of nearly 100 scientists is exploring
the potential of ionic liquids known as
‘super solvents’. These are salts that remain
liquid at room temperature and do not form
vapours. They can be used as non-polluting
alternatives to conventional solvents and
are revolutionising chemical processes
by offering a much more environmentally
friendly solution than traditional methods.
Green Chemistry is a campaign project
supported by the current ‘Beyond’
fundraising campaign.

Des Clarke –
from Belfast to Busselton

Des, circa 1964, pictured on top of the Ashby Building, Belfast
Des Clarke was born in 1942 just across
from Queen’s Ashby Institute on the
Stranmillis Road in Belfast. In his own words
Des describes how, as a young boy, he
“watched the building being constructed
over the grave of my pet tortoise, buried in
a plot that my father had owned before the
decision was made to build the Ashby.”

Rag Day 1963: Des pushing friend
Paddy Hopkirk (Belfast rally car driver
and patron of the QUB car club at the
time) around City Hall.

Des attended St Malachy’s College,
Belfast and spent his latter teenage
summer holidays attending Mechanical
Workshops at the Royal Engineering
Naval College at Manadon, Plymouth.
This experience provided a solid
foundation for his engineering degree
at Queen’s. He recalls his days under the
tutelage of one of the most eminent local
academics of the time, the late Sir Bernard
Crossland.
“I did Mechanical Engineering in the Ashby,
under the guidance of the great Bernie
Crossland and will always remember the
times he used his MK1 Jaguar to explain
mechanical engineering theories! Queen’s
gave me the best training in how to seek
information, assess it and make appropriate

decisions on any applicable challenges in
my professional career.”

remained as its Chairman until the decision
to sell in 1990.

Following graduation in 1968, Des
emigrated to Australia, initially working for
the Royal Australian Navy as Investigations
Engineer, responsible for evaluation and
design of improvements to plant and
services on Garden Island Dockyard in
Sydney.

Des then decided to put his knowledge of
the small business arena to use in a number
of development roles in the Department
of Industry, Commerce and Trade, in South
Western Australia, helping guide, support
and grow small businesses and local
industry.

Des procured several prestigious project
engineering roles in the manufacturing
industry in Eastern Australia, advancing
rapidly to the role of Resident Project
Manager with Avon Products Pty Ltd,
Sydney, where he maintained total
Australian responsibility for design,
construction and commissioning of a
fully automated 9000 pallet location high
rise warehouse, together with pilot plant
simulation, design and construction of a
complex industrial effluent treatment plant.

Now enjoying retirement and spending
time with his two children and
grandchildren, Des lives in Busselton,
Western Australia and enjoys regular trips
back to Northern Ireland.
He has chosen to support the future work
of researchers at Queen’s Centre for Cancer
Research and Cell Biology in memory of his
late wife, through a legacy gift.
Des says, “I hope there is an opportunity
for the Cancer Research Centre and my
old faculty of Engineering to combine their
research and innovation skills to develop
a simple and effective pain management
system to alleviate the pain associated with
cancer.”

The late Sir Bernard Crossland
receiving his honorary degree from
Queen’s
In 1981, he set up Beckenham Hardware
in Perth, as owner operator of a small DIY
business. During this time he initiated and
developed Advantage Hardware, (later
to become Hardware Magic) a buying
group of some 70 independent stores. He

It is always a pleasure to hear from our readers, so if you would like to be featured in a future edition of the Lanyon Society
newsletter, or if you have any stories you would like to share about your time at Queen’s, please contact Susan Wilson.

Legacy gift supports Institute for Global Food Security
Earlier this year, an unrestricted legacy gift
of £5,000 was received by The Queen’s
University of Belfast Foundation. Such gifts
allow the University the flexibility to support
projects of urgent need and strategic

institutional importance. It was agreed that
this gift would support the establishment
of a Masters Scholarship in Advanced Food
Safety, a course offered by the new Institute
of Global Food Security (IGFS).

As the donor was a Queen’s alumna,
graduating in Botany in 1937, this
scholarship is not only appropriate
recognition of her life at Queen’s, but also
a financial lifeline for a current research
student.
In March, Tesco CEO Philip Clarke officially
launched the new Institute for Global Food
Security at Queen’s.
The £33m Institute will establish an
international ‘food-fortress’ in Belfast. This
means that the work undertaken there will
ensure all materials imported to Northern
Ireland are high-quality and that locally
produced food is 100 per cent safe, highquality and authentic.
Pictured at the launch of the IGFS are (L-R):
Professor Chris Elliott, Tesco CEO Philip
Clarke and Vice-Chancellor Professor Sir
Peter Gregson.

Legacy aids vision loss research

Queen’s ranked
among the
world’s best
universities

In January, The Queen’s University of Belfast Foundation, through
which all philanthropic gifts to Queen’s are channelled, received a
substantial six-figure legacy.
This hugely generous gift has been transformational. It
supports the crucial work of Queen’s researchers in the
quest for new treatments for eye diseases such as
age-related macular degeneration (AMD)
and diabetic retinopathy. It also means
that patients across Northern Ireland
- and beyond - will benefit through
improved care.

Queen’s has been ranked in the top 1%
of universities in the world, according
to a new report by the QS World
University Rankings by Subject.
Out of 30 subjects evaluated, Queen’s
now has 5 subjects in the top 100;
English, History, Geography, Law, and
Politics and International Studies, with a
further 13 in the top 200.

Wet AMD is a common cause of loss of
vision in older people. If left untreated,
around 70 per cent will experience
severe loss of sight within two
years of diagnosis. In the largest
trial of its kind, a team of
scientists and eye specialists
from around the UK, led by
Professor Usha Chakravarthy
of Queen’s Centre for Vision
and Vascular Science, is
undertaking research into
this condition. The study
examines why some people
are more susceptible to AMD
than others and identifies new,
more efficient and safe ways of
delivering advanced treatments.
The team is also spearheading
further studies on diabetes and
other age-related disorders that
affect the retina.

For these rankings, QS Intelligence
Unit , evaluated 2,858 universities and
ranked 678 institutions in total. Now
in its 3rd year, the QS World University
Rankings by Subject series takes into
the account the opinion of academics
and employers via a global survey.

For full details on any of these news
stories visit www.qub.ac.uk/news

Usha Chakravarthy

Will to Give welcomes new members
of legacy giving in Northern Ireland.
The charities are working hand-in-hand with
each other, with the general public, and
with will-making professionals in Northern
Ireland. Will to Give is asking people to
consider leaving gifts, large or small, to
charities in their will.
The initiative continues to welcome new
members. If you represent a local charity
and would like to find out more about Will
to Give, please contact Susan Wilson.
A consortium of local charities, of which The
Queen’s University of Belfast Foundation is
a member, is working together under the
campaign ‘Will to Give’ to raise awareness

Pictured with Susan Wilson, Legacy Officer
at Queen’s is Colin Ferguson, Chair of the
campaign.

Dates for your
diary
Event: 1962 - 1964 Civil Engineering
Reunion
Date: 27 - 28 June 2013
Venue: The Great Hall
Event: 1973 Medical Reunion
Date: 16 - 19 September 2013
Venue: Dunkeld Hilton Hotel,
Perthshire
Event: 1968 Medical Reunion
Date: 3 - 6 October 2013
Venue: Stormont Hotel
Professor Sir George Bain (centre, with
Lanyon Society Patrons Hilary and Leslie
Morrison) explains why he is leaving a
legacy to Queen’s:

my will for a legacy – to Queen’s because
it is a special kind of university. It combines
a significant regional focus with a larger
national and international role.

Event: Ulster Bank Belfast Festival at
Queen’s
Date: 17 - 27 October 2013
Venue: Queen’s/Belfast

“I can think of no more fundamentally
worthwhile use of my surplus wealth than
helping young people benefit from higher
education. I have made what fundraisers
like to call “the ultimate gift” – provision in

It takes young people from the province
in which they are located (and others) and
gives them a world-class education with all
the life-enhancing benefits that brings.”

For details of these events, and to keep
up to date with other upcoming events,
you can visit www.qub.ac.uk/alumni.

Legacy gifts to Queen’s are wholly exempt from UK Inheritance Tax. The Foundation has charitable status for all UK tax purposes and its
unique charity number is XR22432.
If you would like to come back to see around your old department, visit a new building, or speak to someone in confidence about leaving
a gift in your will, please contact the University’s Legacy Officer, Susan Wilson, on +44 (0)28 9097 3162 or email susan.wilson@qub.ac.uk

If you have any feedback about this newsletter which you
would like to share, or suggestions for topics you would
like to see covered in future editions, please contact
Susan Wilson.

Susan Wilson, Legacy Officer, Development and Alumni
Relations Office, Queen’s University Belfast, BT7 1NN.
Phone: +44 (0)28 9097 3162
Email: susan.wilson@qub.ac.uk

The information contained in this newsletter is general in nature. It does not constitute legal or financial advice and should not be relied upon as a
substitute for professional advice.

